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Sophomore RB Khalan Laborn 
 
How do you move forward 
“You got to come in next week and just study. Just study our next opponent and just work.” 
 
On nerves and how it affected the game 
“We got to fix that [penalties and miscommunications]. We got to be more disciplined as a 
football team, but I feel that we will figure that out.” 
 
On how to let this loss affect them 
“Know that you got to get better. Be prepared to work and be prepared to put in extra time 
to get the win.” 
 
Sophomore DT Cory Durden 
 
On containing the Virginia offense early on in the game 
“I feel like we did a very good job considering how versatile he [Bryce Perkins] is as an 
athlete. Just containing him, not letting him do what he normally does, as a team. I think we 
did a good job, just had some mental [lapses] like some penalties. It gave them chances that 
they should not have had. At the end of the day it comes down to being a disciplined football 
team.” 
 
On how tough it was to bring Bryce Perkins down 
“He’s a special athlete. It was not that he was tough to bring down. He is just versatile, a 
typical running quarterback. Getting used to that is tough.” 
 
Senior QB James Blackman 
 
On the last play from his perspective 
“It was a great play call. It was executed. Everyone tried their hardest to execute the play. 
Cam made a great effort trying to get it to that endzone. He was going to fight his hardest.” 
 
On the effort from the team 
“Everyone fought. Everyone kept fighting. We knew this was a game we wanted bad, so 
everyone was going to have to go in and dig, and dig deep. It did not turn out too well but 
we just put it behind us and get ready for next week.” 
 
On moving forward 
“Just locking in a little bit more; a lot more actually. Coming to practice ready to practice. 
Practicing hard and knowing we have to go harder.”  


